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Abstract 
This article explores how verbal violence on Facebook was performed by the users. It 
investigates the discursive strategy exploited by them. The data of verbal violence were 
taken from user comments to news update posted on Indonesian news portal fans pages 
under the topic of Paris tragedy. The comments were taken from four different Indonesian 
news fans pages, namely Detik.com, Kompas.com, Liputan6.com and Tribunnews.com. 
The collected data were analyzed qualitatively. Applying Discourse Historical Approach 
(DHA) proposed by Wodak, the result shows that the users exploits three strategies to 
perform verbal violence namely referential strategy, predicative strategy and 
argumentation strategy. Employing referential strategy, verbal violence is realized in the 
form of noun and noun phrase, which functions as subject, object and modifier of noun 
phrase. Employing predicative strategy, verbal violence is realized in the form of word, 
phrase and clause, which function as attribute or predicate. Employing argumentation 
strategy, verbal violence is realized in the form of sentence and discourse. 
Keywords: Verbal Violence, Discursive Strategy, Facebook Comments, News Fans Pages, DHA 
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A. Introduction 
As social media become predominant in the modern age, it is 
visible that verbal violence also emerges in the context of social media 
interactions. On Facebook, verbal violence spreads over the interaction 
among the users whenever an update has been posted, commented, or 
replied. In Indonesia, the sociopolitical context in which people are still 
trying to control to the euphoric use of language, as Santosa, Priyanto and 
Nuraeni (2014) states, fuels the spreading of debate on Facebook about 
almost any issue. This sociopolitical inclination apparently leads the 
phenomenon of verbal violence last longer.  
The reason for conducting this research is that nowadays, social 
media (especially Facebook) become the arena of destructive interaction 
rather than constructive one. As Zappavigna (2012) suggest, social media 
affords people to build a social bond and to construe interpersonal 
relationship. Yet, as captured by several researches on this area, this social 
function of social media fades away (see Simangungsong, 2016; Toni, 
2017; Nasrullah, 2015). 
In linguistic field, the phenomenon of verbal violence is studied 
under the umbrella of various theories, such as insult, dysphemism, and 
rhetoric. Viewing this phenomenon from sociolinguistic lens, Triadi (2018) 
makes use of insult theory proposed by Wijana and Rohmadi (2006). He 
found that social parameters influence the characteristic of insult on 
Facebook. Likewise, employing euphemism and dysphemism theory, Kurnia 
(2011) pictures the form of grammatical unit of euphemism and dysphemism 
and their communicative purpose. Applying rhetoric theory, Octaviani et al. 
(2014) who investigate verbal violence performed by the hosts of Pesbuker, 
an Indonesian television variety show, shows that the hosts use sarcasm, 
irony, hyperbole and rhetoric to perform verbal violence. 
Another reason for conducting this research would be the absence 
of a sort of verbal violence studies in linguistics field, which incorporates 
the theory of violence. Those studies above which are actually interested 
in the phenomenon of violence in social media consider the phenomenon 
of violence as taken for granted that they do not incorporate violence 
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theory to the analysis. Therefore, the analysis of violence lacks of 
theoretical foundation and is incapable of validating its own problem. 
Bearing in mind the previous background, this research aims to 
explore the phenomenon verbal violence on Facebook viewed from the 
discursive strategies exploited and the linguistic realization of them.  
Two key concepts are used as the frameworks in the research. The 
first one is the theory of verbal violence derived from the theory of 
violence proposed by Galtung (1996) to give theoretical foundation. The 
second one is Discourse Historical Approach (DHA) framework proposed 
by Wodak (2001) to investigate the linguistic manifestation of verbal 
violence on Facebook. 
Violence is defined by Galtung (2006: 197) as avoidable insult to 
human basic needs, and more generally to life. It works by lowering real level 
of need satisfaction bellow what is potentially possible. There are four classes 
of basic needs: (1) survival need (negation: death), (2) well-being need 
(negation: misery), (3) identity need (negation: alienation) and (4) freedom 
need (negation: repression). Structurally there are three forms of violence, 
direct violence, structural violence and cultural violence. Galtung (1996: 199) 
illustrates the relation among the forms as somewhat like earthquake. Direct 
violence is as an earthquake event for it is visible for the unguided eye. 
Meanwhile, structural violence serves as the movement of the tectonic plates 
as process. At the bottom, cultural violence is as the fault, more permanent 
condition of culture that legitimizes both direct and structural violence. 
In relation to verbal violence, Galtung (1996: 31) argues that direct 
violence can be divided into verbal violence and physical violence. While 
physical violence harms the body, verbal violence harms the mind and spirit. 
As direct violence, verbal violence is visible to the unguided eye and to 
barefoot empiricism. Verbal violence performs direct cruelty perpetrated by 
human being against each other and against other form of life in general.  
The Discourse Historical Approach (DHA) falls under the field of 
Critical Discourse Analysis. The DHA takes into account four levels of 
context, text-internal, the inter-textual and inter-discursive relationship 
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between discourses, the extra-linguistic social level and the broader and 
sociopolitical and historical context (see Wodak and Meyer, 2001; Reisigl 
and Wodak, 2001). 
In the text analysis, DHA takes account of five selected questions 
from which the discursive strategies are derived. Wodak (in Reisigl and 
Wodak, 2001: 46) states that strategies here means more or less accurate or 
more or less intentional plan of practice (including discursive practice) 
adopted to achieve particular social, psychological, political, or linguistic 
goal. The five selected questions comprise (1) how people are named and 
referred to linguistically; (2) What traits, characteristics, qualities and 
features are attributed to them; (3) By means of what arguments and 
argumentation schemes specific people or social groups try to justify and 
legitimize the exclusion, discrimination, suppression and exploitation of 
others; (4) From what perspective or point of view these labels, 
attributions and arguments are expressed; (5) whether the respective 
utterances are articulated overtly or covertly; and whether they are 
intensified or mitigated. Derived from these five selected questions, DHA 
operationalizes five types of discursive strategies, namely referential 
strategy, predicative strategy, argumentation strategy, perspective 
strategy and intensification/mitigation strategy. This study limits the 
discussion to three strategies, referential strategy, predicative strategy, 
and argumentation strategy due to the page constraint. 
 
B. Method 
The sources of the data are posts of news update brought by four 
different Indonesian news portals, namely Detik.com, Kompas.com, 
Liputan6.com and Tribunnews.com on the Facebook fans pages under the 
topic of Paris tragedy. The posts were collected in a time that ranges from 
November 2015 until January 2016, during and after the incident occurred. 
The data are the users‟ comments responding to news updates. They were 
selected by employing criterion-based sampling (Lincoln and Guba, 1985 
as cited in Santosa, 2014: 54). The criteria are as follows. Firstly, the 
comments display verbal violence (Galtung, 1996). Secondly, the 
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comments are in the comment or reply section of the posts published on 
the fans pages by the four selected news portals. Thirdly, the comments 
are responding to the news which is topically about the event, the actor 
and the people responses on the tragedy. This result 151 data of verbal 
violence from 86 users. The collected data were analyzed qualitatively by 
the merging of violence framework developed by Galtung (1996) and 
discourse theory setup by Wodak (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001). 
 
C. Research Finding 
The following finding and discussion are organized to answer the 
research question about the discursive strategies exploited by the users 
and their linguistic manifestation. 
 
1. Referential strategy 
Referential strategy by which users construct and represent social 
actor rest on the first question, how people are named and referred 
linguistically. In the context of verbal violence, this includes naming other 
users derogatively. This is manifest as a word or phrase in the structure of 
nominal subject, object of verb, and modifier of a noun phrase. 
 
Figure1. Verbal Violence Using Referential Strategy 
To give an example, Figure 1 is an excerpt taken from the user‟s 
reply initialed HMN. It reveals how a user employs referential strategy in 
order to insult other users. This excerpt can be translated into English as 
follows. “Arabian camel is so hypocrite and pretending as if they are 
innocent. They always blame other religions but get angry whenever they 
are criticized”. The explanation is given as follows. 
Four level of context will be provided bellow so as to give an 
overview about the excerpt. It is perhaps important at the outset to 
delineate very brief sociopolitical and historical context of Paris tragedy 
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into which the comment fall, followed by situational and intersexual as 
well as inter-discursive context respectively. 
Paris tragedy or known as Paris attacks was a series of coordinated 
terrorist attack that occurred on Friday, 13 November 2015 in Paris. The 
attack was coordinated and perpetrated by ISIS/ISIL (Islamic State in Iraq 
and Syria/ Islamic State in Iraq and Leviathan), an Islamist paramilitary 
group occupying some part of Syria and Iraq land and seeking to restore 
the caliphate. ISIS is best known for the use of violence. This attack 
prompted a massive response from the world. In social media including 
Facebook, Paris attack happened to be a trending topic. Most of the 
response were condemning the attack and showing support to Parisians. 
One of the popular yet cliché debate in the post 9/11 era related to the 
attack was the relationship between terrorism and Islam. Within that 
sociopolitical and historical context, Facebook users posted the comment. 
 
Figure2. News Update from Liputan6.com 
As shown in Figure 2, the news update about Paris attack into 
which the excerpt took place was brought into Facebook by the 
administrator of Liputan6.com fan page. Liputan6 is originally a news 
program broadcasted by an Indonesian commercial television channel 
SCTV. A website was established for the news program. The news into 
which the comments fall report about The Pope condemning Paris attack.  
It begins with a user initialed HMN whose comment raised 
negative reactions from other users responded to the news (see also 
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appendix 1). HMN provocatively asked what a sort of aid has been 
provided for Palestinian by those who jealously felt that the news 
broadcasted Palestinians suffer for annexation was less sensational than 
that of Paris attack. It should be understood that comparing the discourse 
of Paris attack with the discourse of Palestinian-Israeli conflict was 
popular among Islamists group. HMN was an anonymous account yet it 
was evident that ideologically he was trying to attack Islamists view that 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict is more serious crimes against humanity than 
that of Paris attack. This attack ignited negative reactions from other 
users. Within this context of situation, the excerpt of which HMN replied 
to those users was posted. 
At the first sentence, HMN attack to Islamists group involves 
verbal violence. Employing referential strategy, this is linguistically 
realized as a noun phrase “Arabian camel” and functions as a subject of 
verb. The phrase “Arabian camel” is, as Wodak (in Reisigl and Wodak, 
2001: 87) suggest, a depersonalizing metaphor derogatively comparing an 
individual or a group of people with an animal. Above all, this phrase was 
initially referred to Islamists, those who dimmed the meaning of Paris 
attack. Later in the in the excerpt this “Arabian camel” is coined to refer to 
the whole Muslim. This implies that HMN forcibly labels a social identity 
to those who do not belong to it. 
Following Galtung (1996: 198), this labeling insults Muslim 
identity need, a need to be meaningful and to avoid alienation. HMN 
included an identity of Islamist minority which is implied in the phrase 
“Arabian camel group” into whole Muslim majority. This category of 
alienation can be viewed as socialization, as Galtung (1996) suggests, the 
imposition of a group social identity into another group. 
Table1. Examples of Verbal Violence Using Referential Strategy and Its 
Linguistic Realizations 
Linguistic 
realization 
Grammatical 
function 
Example Reference 
Noun or  
noun 
phrase 
Subject of 
verb 
Jokowi ini plin-plan. 
Sekarang sudah mengutuk. 
Kemarin terorisdari 
GIDI 
community 
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Tolikara diundang ke Istana 
Jokowi is so inconsistent. 
Today he condemns 
(terrorist). Yesterday, 
terrorists from Tolikara 
are invited to Istana 
Negara (presidential 
palace). 
Noun or 
noun 
phrase 
Object of verb Makanya jangan pelihara 
ulardalam rumah 
 
So, do not keep a snake in 
the house. 
Arab 
Immigrant 
Noun Modifier of 
noun phrase 
Ini perbuatan kaum 
YahudiLaknatullah. 
 
This is the Jew action 
The Paris 
attack 
attackers 
 
2. Predicative strategy 
Predicative strategy by which users construct and represent social 
actors rests on the question what trait, characteristic, qualities or features 
is attributed to them. In the context of verbal violence, this is characterized 
by derogatory or negative attribute and linguistically realized as word, 
phrase and clause which functions as modifier of noun phrase, predicate 
or rhetorical figures. 
 
Figure3. Verbal violence Employing Predicative Strategy 
Figure 3 presents a user initialed VB whose comment involves 
verbal attack to Muslims. This comment was posted so as to respond the 
news published by Detik.com reporting on Muslims condemning Paris 
attack as shown in Figure 4. The excerpt above can be translated as 
follows. “Their mouth saying condolence but inside they are happy to see 
this suffering. They are hypocritical. This religion conducts killing, 
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slaughtering and violence in the name of God. They also think themselves 
as the holiest, noblest, kindest and the most righteous people. Indeed, they 
are so disgusting.” 
At the second sentence, VB‟s attack to Muslim involves verbal 
violence employing predicative strategy. This is linguistically realized as 
the word “hypocritical” at second sentence, meaning a character of which 
someone says that they have particular moral believe but behave in way 
which show that this is not sincere. The word “hypocritical” functions as 
predicate. Generally it shows meaning of bad or negatively sanctioned 
habit since being hypocritical is socially negative moral conduct. In 
connection with the news (Figure 4), the word “hypocritical” predicated 
to “They” (refers to Muslims) suggest that Muslims are not sincere of 
being sad and to condemn the attacker. 
 
Figure4. The News Update Posted by Detik.com 
VB‟s statement that Muslims are hypocritical insults Muslims 
identity need, the need to be meaningful and to avoid alienation. 
Identifying Muslims as hypocritical suggests that not only is Muslims 
morally negative but also religiously deviant. Thus, the attribute of 
Muslims being hypocritical alienates Muslims from their own religious 
value. As Galtung (1996: 198) suggest, this alienation can be viewed as de-
socialization, in which Muslims by the means of language are excluded 
from their religious value. 
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Table2. Examples of Verbal Violence Using Predicative Strategy and Its Linguistic 
Realizations 
Linguistic 
realization 
Grammatical 
function 
Example Reference 
Word or 
phrase 
Attribute Mulut mereka menyatakan 
berduka, tapi di dalam hatinya 
bahagia melihat kejadian ini. 
Mereka orang-orang munafik. 
Their mouth said 
condolence but inside they 
were happy to watch this 
suffering. They are 
hypocritical people. 
Muslims 
Relative 
clause 
Modifier of 
noun phrase 
Penjarakan mereka, Pak Polisi, 
yang telah sengaja 
menebarkan kebencian 
 
Policeman, put those who 
intentionally promoted 
hatred to jail. 
Another 
user 
Verb or verb 
phrase 
Verbal 
Predicate 
Kedekatan dengan orang 
Kristen sebatas hubungan 
manusia dengan manusia, 
masalahnya ajarannya Kristen 
sudah berkhianat 
denganajaran Yesus 
 
Closeness to Christians is 
just interpersonal 
relationship. The problem is 
that Christian teaching 
betrayed Jesus 
Christian 
teaching 
Noun, 
adjective,  
Object or 
complement 
Agama ini 
melakukankekejaman, 
pembunuhan 
mengatasnamakan Tuhan 
 
This religion did violence, 
killing in the name of God. 
Islam 
Noun or 
noun phrase 
Nominal 
predicate 
ISIS pengecut 
 
ISIS is a coward 
ISIS 
Adjective or 
adjective 
Adjectival 
predicate 
Mau nyalahinhijabea, picik 
sekali hatimu 
A user 
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phrase  
Are you trying to blame 
hijab? Your heart is 
soshallow. 
Rhetorical figure Muslim itu pandai bermuka 
dua 
Muslims are so good of 
being two-faced. 
Muslims 
 
3. Argumentation strategy 
Argumentation strategy by which users construct and represent 
social actors rests on the question by means of what argument and 
argumentation scheme specific person or social group try to justify and 
legitimize the exclusion, discrimination, suppression and exploitation of 
others. This is linguistically realized as sentence or discourse. 
 
Figure5. Verbal violence employing argumentation strategy 
Figure 5 presents a user initialed GM whose reply involves verbal attack 
to Muslims realized as an excerpt taken from the Quran. This excerpt can be 
translated into English as “Kill unbelievers around you (QS 9: 123, QS 9:5)”. 
It begins with GM commenting news posted by Kompas.com 
reporting Indonesian Muslims group Pemuda Muhammadiyah response to 
Paris attack. It is stated that Islam was the „victim of terrorists hijack‟. 
Responding to this, GM at his comment provocatively posted that Islam is 
actually mean and the teaching is confusing. This comment raised 
negative responses from other users. Within this context, GM reply as 
shown by Figure 5 was posted (see also appendix 2). 
The excerpt brought by GM into his reply is originated from 
Quran Surah At-Taubah (9) verse 123, “O ye who believe! Fight those of 
believers who are near to you and let them find harshness in you. And 
know that Allah is with those who kept their duty (unto Him)”. In 
addition, GM mentioned “QS 9: 5” which refers the same surah verse 9 as 
presented below. 
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“And when the sacred moth has passed, then kills the polytheists 
wherever you find them and capture them and besiege them and sit 
in wait for them at ever place of ambush. But if they should repent, 
establish prayer and give zakah, let them (go) in their way. Indeed, 
Allah is forgiving and merciful”. 
In this post, the inter-textual relationship is signified by the 
presence of the excerpt and more clearly by the reference to At-Taubah 
verse 123 and 9. In connection with the earlier comment and reply, these 
inter-textual resources were presented to legitimize the notion of which 
Islam is mean and has confusing teaching. In the previous reply, the 
excerpt was also aimed to proof that Islam teaches killing. Inter-
discursively the excerpt signifies intertwine between social media and 
religious discourse. In sum, the inter-textual resource constructs a validity 
claim upon the notion. 
 
Figure6. The News Update Posted by Kompas.com 
The excerpt as the part of an argumentation scheme comprises topoi 
and even fallacies. Topoi (topos in singular), as defined by Wodak (in Meyer 
and Wodak, 2001: 74), can be described as part of argumentation which 
belong to obligatory, either explicit or inferable premises. The excerpt 
implicitly involves topos of danger which, as suggested by Wodak (in Reisigl 
and Wodak, 2001: 77), follows conditionals: if a political action or decision 
bears specific dangerous, threatening consequences, one should not perform 
or do it. In connection with this, the excerpt implicitly suggests that Islam is a 
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threat since the teaching prompts Muslims to kill unbelievers. Therefore, one 
should act against Islam by uncovering its „true‟ face. This presents Islam and 
Muslims negatively despite the fact that, as stated by Ridha (as cited in 
Taufiq: 202), it teaches peace as the tenet of interpersonal relationship. 
The argument also falls into the fallacy of ambiguity, fallacy in 
dictione. This fallacy, as stated by Wodak (in Meyer and Wodak, 2001: 74), 
works as a fragmented piece of discourse is moved out from its original 
context and, in doing so, falsely interpreted. The sentence “kill unbelievers 
around you” was moved out from its original context in the Quran which, as 
Shihab (2007: 610) suggests, historically tells about warfare situation. Thus, 
“kill unbelievers around you” suggests as if this rule is unconditionally 
applicable. The fallacy also means, as Wodak (in Reisigl and Wodak, 2001: 72) 
suggests, „twisting somebody words‟. This is shown in the excerpt by the 
word “bunuh” (“kill”) which connotatively bears more negative sense than 
the phrase “fight against” as alternatively suggested. This construct a stigma 
of which Islam is closely associated with violence. 
This negatively constructed image of Islam through falsely 
interpreting Quran insults Muslims identity need. This construction alienates 
Muslims form their own Islamic trait. This stigma obliterates Muslim and 
Islam positive meaning. This, as suggested by Galtung (1996:197), 
corresponds with de-socialization, the type of alienation by which the culture 
of person or a group of person is de-socialized away from them. 
 
Tabel3. Examples of Verbal Violence Using Argumentation Strategy and Its Linguistic 
Realizations 
Linguistic 
realization 
Example Reference 
Sentence SM jujur anda Muslim ?????????? 
 
SM, please be honest. Are you Muslim? 
A user 
Discourse Saya takut dengan ajaran kristen. 
Matius 10:34 “Jangan kamu menyangka, 
bahwa aku datang membawa damai diatas 
bumi, aku datang bukan membawa damai di 
atas bumi, melainkan pedang” 
 
Christian faith 
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I am scared of Christian teaching. 
Matthew 10:34, “Do not suppose that I 
have come to bring peace, but a sword‟” 
 
Given 151 data to be analyzed, the data tabulation of discursive 
strategies performed by Facebook users will be presented in Table 4. The 
inclination shown in the tabulation will help to understand the implicit 
cultural theme. 
 
Table4. Data Tabulation of Discursive Strategies Exploited by Users in Performing 
Verbal Violence 
Discursive 
Strategies 
Linguistic 
Realization 
Total 
Data 
Data 
Percentage 
Referential 
Noun or noun phrase as subject of verb 17 11.25% 
Noun or noun phrase as object of verb 2 1.33% 
Noun as modifier of a noun phrase 3 1.99% 
Total 22 14.57% 
Predicative 
Attributes  22 14.57% 
Verb or verb phrase as verbal 
predicates 
13 8.61% 
Word or phrase as object of verb or 
complement 
4 2.65% 
Noun or noun phrase as nominal 
predicate 
25 16.55% 
Adjective or adjective phrase as 
adjectival predicate 
19 12.58% 
Rhetorical figures 12 7.95% 
Total 95 62.91% 
Argumentation 
Declarative sentence 3 1.99% 
Interrogative sentence 16 10.60% 
Imperative sentence 5 3.31% 
Discourse 10 6.62% 
Total 34 22.52% 
Sum total 151 100.00% 
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Diagram 1.Discursive Strategies and Linguistic Realization of Verbal Violence 
 
D. Discussion 
In this final part of the article, the findings are discussed in relation 
with other studies around this area and their context of culture in 
Indonesia. 
The Facebook users employ three discursive strategies to perform 
verbal violence. That strategic move comprises referential, predicative and 
argumentation strategy. Employing referential strategy which rests on the 
question how people are named and referred linguistically, verbal 
violence is realized as noun or noun phrase. They grammatically functions 
as subject of verb and object of verb. As noun, it functions as modifier of 
noun phrase. Exploiting this strategy, users made a direct reference to 
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other users and in doing so derogatorily named them. Users mainly 
exploit noun or noun phrase which grammatically functions as subject of 
verb (11.25%). Totally referential strategy covers 14.57% data. 
As well as referential strategy, users exploit predicative strategy to 
perform verbal violence. This is realized as word, phrase or clause. Word or 
phrase grammatically functions as verbal predicate, adjectival predicate, 
nominal predicate and objective complement. Also, this is realized as clause 
which grammatically functions as modifier of noun phrase (or attribute). The 
finding shows that the users mainly exploit noun or noun phrases which 
function as nominal predicate (16.55%). This is in line with Triadi (2018) 
which shows that linguistically Indonesian expression of insult in social 
media comprises word, phrase and clause. Respectively, the finding shows 
that users exploit adjective or adjective phrase which functions as adjectival 
predicate (12.58%) and verb or verb phrase verbal predicate (8.61%). This is 
supported by Kurniawan et al., (2018) whose research explores verbal 
violence performed by Koto Laweh ethnic community. They show that the 
community performs verbal violence in the form of word and phrase which 
belong to the category of noun, adjective and verb. Totally predicative 
strategy covers 62.91% of data. 
Performing argumentation strategy, verbal violence is manifested 
as sentence or discourse. As sentence, it could be found as declarative, 
interrogative and imperative sentence. Argumentation strategy covers 
22.52%of data. Mainly users exploits interrogative sentence to perform 
verbal violence which covers 10.60% of data. This suggests that by 
producing question rather than statement, as stated by Wodak (in Reisigl 
and Wodak, 2001: 83), users are trying to mitigate their illocutionary act. 
Respectively users also exploit discourse which covers 6.62% of data. This 
suggests that users are trying to build arguments to legitimize 
discrimination rather than to merely display blatant insult. 
Users mainly perform verbal violence using predicative strategy 
which covers 62.91% of data. Allegedly this is related with the fact that 
verbal violence is often a spontaneous reaction rather than planned action. 
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This happens by minute the users become angrier and irrational. 
Predicative strategy (as well as referential strategy) which are realized as 
word, phrase and clause and function as subject, predicate or modifier of a 
noun phrase facilitates users to refer, to name, to attribute or to label other 
users more instantly than argumentation strategy.  
To seek the connection of the finding with the context of culture in 
Indonesia, Santosa, Priyanto and Nuraeni (2014) study on genre and 
register of antagonist is worth to take to account. Verbal violence as well 
as antagonist language is as the excess of the „freedom of speech‟ euphoria 
in Indonesia. Yet, verbal violence reflects nothing other than irrationality 
since it falls into logical fallacies and displays shallow thought. This is 
realized by their choice of discursive strategy.  
Exploiting referential and predicative strategy, the users attack is 
pointed to others personality rather than their argument. This corresponds 
with a logical fallacy namely argumentum ad hominem, as stated by 
Wodak (2001: 72), verbal attack to the antagonist personality and character 
instead of argumentatively trying to refute the antagonist statements. An 
attack to personality in fact has nothing to do with the problem discussed. 
Additionally, by exploiting argumentation strategy the users sometimes 
involves a threat to other users. This corresponds with the fallacy of 
argumentum ad baculum by which participants verbally try to intimidate 
the antagonist (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001: 71). 
Verbal violence is mainly performed by the means of predicative 
strategy which realization comprises word, phrase and clause. This 
reflects shallow thought since the linguistic realization of predicative 
strategy, as well as referential strategy, can be rather effortlessly produced 
by the users comparing with that of argumentation strategy. In other 
word, to perform predicative strategy, as well as referential strategy, 
needs less mental effort. In the other side, exploiting argumentation 
strategy requires considerable mental effort since the strategy is realized 
as sentence and discourse which imposes the users to construct more 
intricate thought. 
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E. Conclusion 
To sum, as it is shown in this study, verbal violence is a sort of 
direct violence. In line with this, Galtung (1996: 31) argues that direct 
violence can be divided into verbal violence and physical violence. While 
physical violence harms the body, verbal violence harms the mind and 
spirit. As direct violence, verbal violence is visible to the unguided eye. 
Verbal violence performs direct cruelty perpetrated by human being 
against each other and against other form of life in general. Verbal 
violence can be seen as an avoidable insult to human basic needs directly 
harming mind and spirit by means of language. Additionally, this finding 
revises the previous notion which sees verbal violence as similar to 
symbolic violence (see Baryadi, 2012; Hendrati and Purwoko, 1996). 
There are mainly three strategies exploited by the users to perform 
verbal violence. First, users exploit referential strategy, which is 
manifested as noun and noun phrase and grammatically function in the 
sentence as subject of verb, object of verb and modifier of noun phrase. 
Secondly, users exploit predicative strategy. This strategy is linguistically 
manifested as word, phrase and clause and grammatically functions as 
attributes and predicates. Thirdly, users exploit argumentation strategy 
which is realized as sentence and discourse. 
Verbal violence in Facebook produced by Indonesian users reflects 
the euphoric use of language as the excess of major political shift in 
Indonesia from authoritarian to democracy. Verbal violence, however, 
also reflects irrationality since it falls into logical fallacies and displays 
shallow thought. It can be assumed that popularly quoted “freedom of 
speech” in Indonesia happens to be a reality but is not yet supported by a 
good quality of reasoning. 
In considering how verbal violence reflects none but irrationality 
and how harmful it is to democracy, perhaps it is fruitful to employ 
Habermas‟ idea about necessary preconditions of ethical communication 
(as cited in Hardiman, 2009: 48). There are three necessary preconditions 
(for further discussion, see Hardiman, 2009). The first precondition 
requires all participants to use the same language and consistently follow 
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the rules of logic and semantic of the language. Since verbal violence 
embodies violations of the rules by displaying logical fallacies, 
consistently following the rules of logic and semantic in Facebook 
discussions may prevent the users from falling into it. Moreover, further 
researches, for example, on the linguistic realizations and the meaning of 
verbal violence are suggested to understand the nature of verbal violence 
so that more ethical and democratic communication is achieved. 
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